
 GLOSSARY 
 
 
ARMY PROTECTION HEADQUARTERS (APH):  Military protector for Juno 
 
ATHENAEUM HALL OF RECORDS:  Houses all records past and present; also a form of 

library for research. 
 
BUCKALOON:  When blown makes horn like noise; used to gain attention 
 
CASK:  Whiskey 
 
CHAMBER OF DISSATISFACTION:  Rules over non-violent crimes 
 
CHAMBER OF MISDEEDS:  Rules over violent crimes 
 
CONTROLLING ORDERLY:  Keeps the order and sounds the buckaloon within the 

Chambers 
 
COUNCIL OF GOVERNING RIGHTS:  Made up of 9 seats which can be a combination of 

Two Siders and Pointers.   
 
DIRECTOR OF ORDERS:  Is one of the 9 members of the Council of Governing Rights and 

speaks for the council. 
 
FEN WAY WICKS:  Inn located in Greisling 
 
FIRE & STONE:  Fine dining establishment owned by Jonas 
 
FOREST TARS:  Tree-like creatures who live within the forest.  Lead by Altor.  Friend of 

Jonas 
 
GRAB GORGE & GO:  A quick place to eat.  Not considered fine dining. 
 
HULAMONKS:  Spore like creatures’ round in body, ten inches in radius.  Six long slender legs 

lead their front while four thickly short legs protruded from their back side.  Their 
rounded cap holds 5 eyes in total, one for every two legs placed directly above them.   

 
JUNO: One of 3 lands (Juno, Tessa and Leighas). Juno consists of 7 communities; Airabon, 

Biblonoss, Creven, Diagonae, Greisling, Mosscroft and Strouter.  Juno also oversees the 
Lands of the Dismissed (LODS).  LODS are considered a penal colony and do not have 
the standing of a community. 

 
KAWFEAN:  Version of coffee 
 
KEYWIS:  A strong drink similar to a liquor 



 
LASATIER:  A game 
 
LAZER:  Weapon which utilizes the ability to absorb electromagnetic energy and re-radiate it as 

a highly focused beam of synchronized single-wavelength radiation 
 
LEIGHAS:  One of 3 lands (Juno, Tessa and Leighas). 
 
(LODS) LANDS OF THE DISMISSED:  Place of permanent banishment when found guilty in 

the Chamber of Misdeeds 
 
LUFT: A combination of a small woodwind and stringed instrument, a haunting mixture of 

piccolo and harp  
 
MARINS: Large yellow and purpled feathered; majestically bird-like with three feet 
 
METESTAS:  Half man half beast; are hemeralopic; live in the Talon Mountains 
 
MOSSCROFT CURRENCY REPOSITORY & VAULTS:  A bank with safety depositories 
 
OVERSEER OF DOCUMENTATION:  Announces the proceedings and keeps the records for 

both the Chambers 
 
POINTER:  Similar to a Mediator; decide if a problem merits a hearing within the two 

Chambers; is partnered with a Two Sider 
 
RALLOD:  The form of currency 
 
(RHOD) RESPONSIBLE FOR HIS OWN DESTINY:  A right of passage given to a son by 

his father when the father deems he has earned it.  It is not attained by age.  It is attained 
by deed  
and/or acts of responsibility.   

 
RUMINATORS:  Advanced systems much more advanced than computers.  Intricately 

involved to run the main systems of the community 
 
SLIMSCAF:  Varies in length generally reaches between 20-50 feet; has a wide girth; is a 

mustard yellow with a black strip down its back; has a thin layer of clear flesh which 
covers their single and useless eye  

 
STEPPERS:  similar to lawyers; represent the citizens and are required to introduce the truth 

from their clients’ perspective.   
 
TESSA:  One of 3 lands (Juno, Tessa, Leighas). 
 
 



TURBIDS:  Gang who control tunnels in LODS (Lands of the Dismissed); involved in illegal 
graft 

 
TWO SIDER:  Similar to a judge; carry weight and complete autonomy over rulings in both 

Chambers; recognized for their ability to see both sides in every situation; partnered with 
a pointer. 

 
VERBOTON:  A detention center for misguided youths and parents of the offender.   
 
ZENITHS:  Military sky centers capable of sustaining large armies, docking stations for several 

hundred sky transits; and activating technical military offensives. 


